Artist Dossier

Artist Dossier
I know what I´m doing with my work, and that´s really a nice feeling, that
I´ve created something that wasn’t there before, that´s mine
Tracey Emin

The creative process is a cocktail of instinct, skill, culture and a
highly creative feverishness (…) a mixture of fear and pleasure;
it’s a little like making love, the physical act of love.
Francis Bacon

The worlds I paint leave a lot to engage the
imagination by hinting at what lies beyond the four
edges of the painting. I think getting beyond the four
edges of an opportunity or challenge is one of the
basic skills you need in business
Thomas Kindade

Picasso obviously
viewed his art as a
business, which it was. I
view my business as an
art, which it is. You
should view your work
that way too
Donald Trump

China Brand Guanxi is based on the idea of creating a networking platform where
artists and Brand managers re-discover each other.
We want to invite you to participate in this original project and join us in the
process of creation. These artists have already expressed their interest for your
brand, and feel they have something interesting to say about it.
We believe this is a great opportunity to explore deeply the world of art, expression
and creativity as well as an open window to the perceptions of your brand´s values
from some of the most talented artists in the world.

Non-local Artist

Artist Statement

My art work has a strong minimal and Oriental influence, with
poetry.

Installations are mainly made of several sculptures

distributed along the area of the showroom creating a
labyrinth to be crossed by the eyes. I also play with the
electrical illumination inside the sculptures, creating a calm
atmosphere in the place.

Ana Bellido
Spain
www.anabellido.com
Etching, painting, sculpture, photography and installations
1984-89: Degree in Fine Arts. Major in Printmaking. Seville University. Spain.
2003: “Grafisk Eksperimemtarium, Copenhaguen” Photopolimer Films and Solar Plates
Etching tutored by Henrik Boegh. Denmark.
Background

“Edinburgh Printmakers Workshop”. Experimental Etching/ Acrylic Resist Intaglio tutored by
Alfons Bytautas. Scotland.
“Taller Zubiarte, Pamplona” Non Toxic Etching tutored by Keith Howard. Spain.
2002: “Calcografía Nacional, Madrid” Graphical Art and new Technologies. Spain
Anna Bellido’s sculptures are built with paper printed previously by her. They have
incomprehensible letters and textures, imitating several languages representing the diversity

Work

of cultures in the world. This can also be seen in her painting. In the Etchings, she uses the
folded paper like her identity sign. Ana looks always for the third dimension in her etchings.
Her photography is about the world of textures and images of insignificant details

International
exhibitions

2007: “The NY Arts Beijing Gallery”, Beijing. China
2004: “Taller Experimental de Gráfica de la Habana” Doble Sentido, Cuba
Museo del Grabado Español Contemporáneo de Marbella. Spain

Museums /
Galleries

The Assilah Forum Foundation. Morocco.
Edinburgh Printmakers. Scotland.
Miró Foundation. Mallorca. Spain
El Monte Collection, Seville. Spain
2004: “The International Biennial of engraving Contratalla” Honours mention. Tarragona.
Spain.

Awards

2002: “Special Awards of residence and exhibition in the Valparaíso Foundation” Mójacar.
Spain.
2001: “Generation Caja Madrid”. Etching Honours mention and acquisition.
1998: “ VI National Awards of Engraving”. Museo del Grabado de Marbella. Spain

Publications
2004-2006

El grabado no tóxico en la escuela (“The non-toxic engraving in the school” ) This book has
been written by Ana Bellido and presented in the Estampa International Fair 2005.

Ana Bellido

Non-local Artist
Artist Statement
Bruni overthrows the principals of engravement when she adheres material over
a pattern of fragile slates. Using a unique technique to protect the slates, she
manages to preserve the surface even after 30-40 prints.

Every new print

introduces new crevices and patterns that symbolize both destruction and the
pure beauty that is found in the passage of time. The brilliance and gentleness
of her stamps, which conceals the difficulty of her original technique, introduces
us to a lyrical, transparent and magical atmosphere

Bruni Heym
Germany
http://www.bruni-heym.com
painting, art printing, sculpture, art books
Background
Work

International
exhibitions

Museums /
Galleries

Awards

Born in Germany, 1977 move to Mallorca, Spain. Worked with artist in the work shops of Joan
Miró, Mallorca. I have got my own work shop in Sta. Ponsa Mallorca, were I am living.
I committed to painting and printing, as well as ceramic sculptures.
•

1994, 2004 Joan Miró Museum, Mallorca, Spain,

•

2004 International book fair Frankfurt, Germany

•

2007 Preparing currently exhibition for the Biennale Florence and Art Fair Salzburg.

•

Pilar i Joan Miró, Palma de Mallorca

•

Museum of Contemporary Art, Es Baluard, Spain

•

Galerie Evelyn Bergner, Wiesbaden

•

National Bibliotheca of Spain, Madrid

•

Private Library of his majestic King of Spain

•

1997 Award to exhibition in Miró Museum

•

2004 Diploma de Honor, Sección Grabado, Amigos del Arte, Club Internacional y ADEBA,
Asociación de Bellas Artes de Baleares

•

Price of honour for the artist book “Adonis- Poemas Visuales” 2007. The government of
the Balearic Island gave selected art piece as presents to the King of Spain Juan Carlos
de Borbon

Publications
2004-2006

•

El espejismo de Adonis, La maraña, por Lourdes Durán, Diario de Mallorca

•

Der Dichter, der das Licht bringt, Martin Bräuniger, Mallorca Zeitung

•

Fiesta del arte en el Pueblo Español, por R.C. Ultima Hora

•

Fiesta cultural con premios para 22 personalidades, por J.N. Ultima Hora

•

Les arts protagonitzen una intensa i gran nit d'estiu al Poble Espanyol por J.N.Palma Diari
de Balears digital

•

La poesía es esencialmente trágica”, por José Andrés Rojo, El Pais

Bruni
Heym

Local Artist

Artist Statement
I create animatronic installations with GPS, SMS, video, sound,
electronic data, humour that interact with the viewer.
Complexity and elegance are combined to create sensorial
atmosphere associated with vulnerability and apprehension.

Thomas Charveriat
France
www.island6.org
Photography, multimedia, video installations
He studied photography at the School of Visual Arts (SVA) in New York and afterwards
obtained a master degree in sculpture from Columbia University. After finishing his studies in
Background

New York, he moved to Barcelona, where he obtained a master degree in digital arts at the
Pompeu Fabra University. He now lives in Shanghai.

Work

International
exhibitions

Thomas Chaveriat diverts common approaches to urban elements；street life is brought into
the exhibition area, exploring new ways of interpreting every day reality.

Art Futura
Observatori

Museo de las Ciencias Principe Felipe, Valencia, Spain
Museums /
Galleries

Museo Amadeo de Souza Cardoso, Lisbon, Portugal
Museo Maritimo, Barcelona, Spain

Thomas Charveriat

Local Artist
Artist Statement
Cities are getting bigger, buildings are made taller, the poor
become more and more, the difference between the poor
and the rich gets larger. When I look at the poor and helpless
people, the beggars suffering on the street, my heart is
troubled. These are the thoughts and conception that I express
in my works.

Zhang Zongmei
China
www.zzmart.cn
Photography and painting
He graduated from Sichuan Academy of Art in 1993. From 1994 to 2000 he worked for
Background

Work

Chongqing Deep Culture&Design Engineering Co., Ltd.
In 2001 and 2002 he studied in St. Petersburgh, Russia

He is not only a painter and a photographer, but also a poet.
2002 Solo painting & photo exhibition
2002 Solo painting & photo exhibition St. Petersburg, Russia

International
exhibitions

2006 Hamburg Art museum building Exposition
2006 The Exhibition at Tel Aviv, Israel
2006 Taipei, Taiwan－Art Fair

U.S.A; Canada; Russia; Germany; France; Greece; Turkey; Finland；Poland; Ukraine; Japan;
Museums /
Galleries

Korea; Taiwan, China; Hong Kong China; UK; Australia; New Zealand; Israel; Italy; Holland;
Switzerland; Singapore; Malaysia.

2005 Beijing, China Contemporary Arts
Publications
2004-2006

2004 Beijing, China Contemporary Arts
2003 Beijing, China Contemporary Arts
2002 Beijing, China Sketch Collection
2001 Beijing, Hong Kong, China Contemporary Painting

Zhang
Zongmei

Non-local Artist
Artist Statement
Pep Suari's works depict strength and passion, impulse and personality, nerve and
colour. He has created his own style, in which form nearly vanishes, leaving only a
trace. A world in which impact, passionate vision, cerebral time, and intuition are
all established; heaven and hell, the good and the bad, the positive and the
negative, the eternal contradiction. Disregarding convention, he is both hard and
soft; an observer of reality and an assimilator of emotions. Atmosphere, space
and reality are all contemplated and manifested from a personal point of view.
At the same time Pep Suari is an absolute realist, manifesting the eternal duality;
the sea and the sky; heaven and hell; positive and negative. He has chosen
duality to portray feeling, which he has transferred to his paintings.

Josep Suari
Spain
www.pepsuari.com www://austigalleries.com
Painting, graphics
Work

International
exhibitions

Museums /
Galleries

Publications
2004-2006

Awards

I use expressionism and figurative elements, with Mediterranean colours, very
purées that’s it’s Mediterranean expressionism.
Usually I paint acrylic at the first steps, and continuing by oil, sometimes I mix
abstract and figurative elements in harmony
FRANKFURTER BUCHMESSE (FRANFURT-GERMANY)
IBIZA ART (SPAIN)
DE ARTE (MADRID-SPAIN)
AUSTIN GALLERIES (AUSTIN- TEXAS – USA)
PRO-MO ART GALLERY (TOKIO - JAPAN)
BENNASSAR GALLERY (MALLORCA-SPAIN)
ARCO GALLERY (OSLO-NORWAY)
WOELLER PACKET GALLERIE (FRANKFURT-GERMANY)
Diario de Mallorca (Spain)
La Vanguardia (Barcelona –Spain)
Tribeca (Austin-Texas –Usa)
Art and antiquities (Spain)
1º Prize St. Lluc Barcelona
1º prize Watercolour. Salo de Tardor. Palma de Mallorca.
1º Prize Marratxí. Castan Mora & Suari. (Spain).
1º International Prize of Binissalem. (Spain)
1º Price Andratx (Spain)

Josep Suari

Local Artist

Artist Statement
We work both together and separately. When we work
together Shi Jian usually draws the outline of the figure and I
apply paint. We believe art is a mean of communication and
to understand our work you just have to look at our art pieces.

Peng Peng Jing & Shi Jian
China
www.nutshellart.com
Painting
Peng Peng Jing graduated from Anhui Art School and her husband Shi Jian from Guangzhou
Background

Work

Academy of Art. They both are learned in oil painting.

Contemporary art

2005: “Open Art”, Germany
International
exhibitions

Museums /
Galleries

2005: Chinese Contemporary Art exhibition of eight artists, Mexico
2007: Shanghai Wind, Holland

Shanghai Duolun Museum of Modern Art
Shanghai “Haishan” Art Center

Peng Peng Jing & Shi Jian

Non-local Artist

Artist Statement
Further than sculptural creation, Joan Cortes’ work invade
the exhibition space, so that this space becomes part of his
own artwork, open space where the audience can
experiment all kind of sensations and tempos. The spectator
questions Cortes’ work, considering it transit and border at
the same time, what can also be seen as space and wall.

Joan Cortés
Spain
Photography, sculpture, installations

Work

International
exhibitions

Museums /
Galleries

In my last works I chose photography, sculpture and installation as the mediums to
communicate my own poetry of object and space. Geometrical shapes but also organic
ones, either on their own, completing structures with an own entity, or achieving them
by accumulation of multiple small fragments

•
•
•
•
•
•

ARCO
ArtCologne
ArtFrankfurt
Artissima
2005, International Biennial of Sport within Art. Seville. Spain and
Athens,Greece.
Expo 92 Seville (Universal Exhibition). Spain

•
•
•
•
•

Harderbastei Städtischen Galerie. Ingolstadt. Germany
Galeria Van der Voort. Eivissa. Spain
Galeria Maria Martín. Madrid. Spain
Horno de la Ciudadela, Pamplona. Spain
Casal Solleric. Palma de Mallorca. Spain

Joan Cortes

Non-local Artist
Artist Statement
Amador dips into a known territory but not explored, occupied but not
controlled, apparently stable but virtually explosive, in order to depict
those aspects that, though still exotic, show us the crudeness of reality.
Reality and aesthetic conciliate in a very exquisite manner to take us
to a world of very contradictory feelings where multiple interpretations
are possible. ‘Multicultural pollution’ acquires from its perspective a
unique and strongly passionate dimension, ambiguous but unable of
resigning to its solidary engagement.

Amador
Spain
Photography, sculpture, video, painting
Self-taught, I have always admired the light, how intense and contrasted is in different territories.
Background

Light becomes an influence for us, reflecting the essence of the place where we live. I traveled
around the North of Africa, and found a different gaze over life, very clean and honest. People is
more attached to the ground, spending more time outdoors, observing.
I work with several materials, choosing the best way to communicate the idea to the audience. For

Work

my exhibition ‘Fronteres’ (Borders) I chose photography among others because it allows me to
freeze the look, the very instant, but also because it lets me create a pictorial perspective.
Artcologne
Art Basel
ARCO
ArtChicago
Art Brussels
KIAF, Seul, South Korea.

International
Exhibitions

Art Miami Basel
Artissima
Sculpture Grande, Praga. Czech Republic.
Biennial of Havana, Cuba.
Biennial of Alejandria, Egypt.
Biennial of the Mediterranean, Dubrovnick, Croatia.
International Biennial of Graphic Art, Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Georg Kolbe Museum, Berlin, Germany

Museums /
Galleries

CAC (contemporary Art Centre) of Malaga, Spain
Foundation Pilar i Joan Miro, Palma de Mallorca, Spain
Blickachsen 5, skulpturen im Kurpark Bad Homburg, Germany
Kunstmuseum Bonn, Germany

Amador

Non-local Artist
Artist Statement
Monica Fuster’s main interests lie in Alchemy, Astronomy and her
belief in fantastic creatures and hybrid beings. Also dreams,
myths and how they influence us are subjects of her interest. She
aims to provoke disconcerting feelings in the audience, new
unforeseeable perceptions. She wants to create atmospheres
and iconographies based on the myth where reality vanishes and
a magical aura appears instead.

Mónica Fuster
Spain
Painting, sculpture, photography, drawing, video
I studied sculpture at Saint Martins School of Arts, London, UK. I mastered in Fine Arts at the Fine
Arts School, University of Barcelona, in Spain. I did a PHD in ‘Thought and Art’ at the same
Background

University. After that I carried on my research in the field of arts, also at the same University, a first
project of thesis, ‘Prints and signals, animals from other worlds’, A second project of thesis, ‘Study of
the hermetic iconography in the alchemian treaties of XVII century’.

I am specially interested in ‘linguistic interdisciplinarity’, in order to reflect theoretical thinking. I
Work

always aim to learn and want to learn from my own creative process.
I understand the creative process as gnosis, deep knowledge, where poetic conscience and iconic
formation feed to each other.
ARCO
ArtCologne

International
Exhibitions

Biennial of Stockholm, Sweden
BIDA (International Biennial of Sport within Art), Salamanca, Spain.
Biennial of the Mediterranean. Dubrovnik. Croatia.
Triennial ART REPORT Barcelona.
Museum of Contemporary Art Malaga. Spain.

Museums /
Galleries

La Gallera, Valencia. Spain
Casa de Cultura Carmen Montilla de Tinoco. Cuba.
Pilar i Joan Miro Foundation, Palma de Mallorca. Spain.
Museum of Contemporary Art of Turegano, Segovia. Spain.
Artist in Residence for a Site specific project withing Site-Ations International programme, ‘Sense

Prizes

in place 2005/2006’, Reykjavik, Iceland
Award Altadis Foundation 2002 at ARCO’02
Grabado Estampa Prize 2006

Mónica
Fuster

Local Artist
Artist Statement
May be are they Windows on desert, on a dreamlike
landscapes? Or why not bodies which are discovered by a way
of looking at the forms? Limit between abstract and dreamlike
landscapes, my work is a question about the world we’re living in.

Arlette Shleifer
France
Painting, Photygraphy (under the name Tina Sorel)
Arlette Shleifer was born in Paris. She is living and working there in “Le Marais” when she is
Background

not in USA, China or Taiwan.
As an art gallery manager, an art coach and an art critic, she dedicates her whole life to Art
“upside down” as a painter,

I’m looking for the colours of the day. I spread them with water (as a
Work

Mancha) fighting against colours that are not mine but which tease me.

2002 Solo painting & photo exhibition
2003 La Marge – Ajaccio – France
International
exhibitions

2004 The Ralls Collection – Washington DC – USA
2005 TAV – Bamboo – Taipei – Taiwan
Collective exhibition:
Corporate artist – SPRIM International:
Paris – Milano – Madrid – Mexico – Shanghai – Dallas - Taiwan

Museums /
Galleries

Galerie Mouvances, Paris, etc.

2002 “Luna” – La Marge publisher
Publications
2004-2006

2004 “Piege detache” La Marge publisher
2005 “Molto Chic” Colonna publisher
2006 “Le bar rouge”Colonna publisher

Arlette Shleifer

Non-local Artist
Artist Statement
Art has been used as a medium to communicate and convey messages throughout the history up to
the beginning of modern times. What could deliver the message on pollution better than pollution,
the devastation of nature better than devastation, the careless treatment of plastic waste as plastic
waste itself? This waste is becoming the carrier of our message. Be aware that this waste has a value, if
you put it back into the cycle of plastic and oil. In order to profile this option, we use the waste to
produce artworks. For us it is interesting how to make the people aware of this topic, rather than
illustrate old fashioned ideas of art or design. For us form follows relevance of global issues and how to
catch people’s attention.

Gerhard Bär, Bär+ Knell
Germany
Sculpture, design, concept art
As artists take over responsibility within the scope of their creative and intellectual possibilities by using art as a
medium for communication to point out questions of global culture and ecology as well as protection of natural

Work

resources. This includes interventions economic, social and cultural context, by artistic visions for urgent
questions within companies or other social or cultural constructions. In this symbiotic relationship of art and the
socio-political and socio -cultural demands of today, Bär + Knell belong to the top of international artists.
Salone Satellite, Cittazione , Milano; Italy
On The Wall , London , UK

International
exhibitions

Fellissimo , New York , USA
Museum kunst palast , Düsseldorf, Germany
U 3 – Corporate Culture, Berlin, Germany
Design World 2000, Museum of Art and Desing, Helsinki,
Plastics + Design, Die Neue Sammlung München
Die NEUE SAMMLUNG München, Staatl. Museum für angewandte Kunst
VICTORIA + ALBERT MUSEUM, London
STEDELJIK MUSEUM Amsterdam

Museums /
Galleries

PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART, USA
Kunstgewerbemuseum Gent, Belgien
Kunstgewerbemuseum Berlin
Museum Kunst Palast Düsseldorf
Haus der Geschichte Stuttgart
U3

Corporate Culture, Arnoldsche Verlagsanstalt, Stuttgart □ Cittazioni, un caso die „public art“ a milano,

Mimmo di Marzo, Silvano Editoriale □ Plastics, Florian Hufnagel, Arnoldsche Verlagsanstalt, Stuttgart
□ Zeit – Raum – Desing, Die Neue Sammlung, staatl. Museum für angewandte Kunst, München, Bangert Verlag

Publications
2004-2006

□Aanwinsten / Acquisitions, 1993 – 2003, Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam □ The International Design Year Book,
Calman & King, London, 1995/1996 Jean Nouvel, 1996/1997 AlessandroMendini, 1997/1998 Philippe Starck,
1998/1999 Richard Sapper □ Sustainable Thinking, □Denkstatt, Wien, Austria □ Bewusst einfach, IFA, Institut für
Auslandsbeziehungen, Stuttgart □ Thinking Green, Edward Denison & Guang Yu Ren, Roto Vision SA, UK □ Die
Klassiker, Bernd Polster, DUMONT

Bär + Knell

Non-local Artist
Artist Statement
The figure predominates in my work, although always accompanied
by mysterious landscapes. My work does not settle down in a single
stage, but is a constant journey in search of discovering new
sensations. The oil or the acrylic are not the only medium, other
materials including paper, iron, wood, earth serve me to reach the
objective in painting or sculpture. Photography and digital science are
also tools in my creative universe in which nothing seems impossible.

Pep Roig Gómez
Spain
Painting, sculpture
Background

Work

International
exhibitions

Museums /
Galleries

Awards

Publications
2004-2006

Miquel Aguiló Sculpture Workshop
Palma Academy of Arts Et Crafts
Various techniques: Oil, acrylic, iron, Word, paper, etc.
Tendency towards surrealism.

Madrid Art Fair

“DeArte”, as member of the Dionis Bennassar Gallery, Madrid.

Dionis Benassar Gallery (Madrid),
El Temple Gallery (Palma de Mallorca),
Museum of Contemporary Art (Sa Pobla),
Mirando al Mar Gallery (Aguilas, Murcia),
4 Gats Gallery (Palma)
1997, “Siurell de Plata” for Majorcan ot the Year
3003, Alzina Prize
2007, Honorary Diploma from the Association of Fine Arts of the Balearic Islands (ADEBA)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Les Contarelles de Pere Ferreguí ,
Caciquismo y corrupciones en la Isla,
Gràcies, no volem flors,
Quadern de bitàcola, Carussa,
Mallorca canta,
El Salt de la bella dona,
Naveta dels Tudons,
Guia de Grups musicals de Balears-“Arbres singulars de Balears”.
“Futur Alcúdia 2000”.
“No sé què passa que lo veo todo negro”

Pep Roig

Non-local Artist
Artist Statement
I take snapshots of real scenes in different places, the subjects
of which are various and the links between them are
movement, an idea of elsewhere and being in a state of travel.
The lack of information, the specific angle and point of view,
and the time distortion, give a different perception.

Guido Prestigiovann
Italy
photography, video and interactive arts

Background

Work

International
exhibitions

Museums /
Galleries

Awards

Publications
2004-2006

Graduated from the Giambattista Bodoni Graphic and Photographic Art School, performed
research while building a multidisciplinary background in visual identity, photography,
typography, graphic, sound and interactive design, continuing work in this field in Turin,
Paris, New York, Hong Kong, Tokyo and Shanghai.

Videos built on sequences of images recorded with a digital still camera in more or less
regular intervals. The camera is fixed on a cut frame and only elements that are not
static will be animated by the time; the result is an animated picture.

Madrid Art Fair

“DeArte”, as member of the Dionis Bennassar Gallery, Madrid.

2005 – Flash festival, Centre George Pompidou, Paris
2006 – Ultrapeau, Palais de Tokyo, Paris.
2007 - DDM warehouse, Shanghai

2001, 2003, 2004 - “Clic d’or” gold and silver awards
2001, 2004, 2005 - TopCom awards
2005 - EPICA awards
2003, 2005 - Grand Prix du Design

•

Cpluv, Design Taxi, News Today, Sugo, Design radar, 4efx, Digital abstract,
Télérama

Guido
Prestigiovanni

Local Artist
Artist Statement
I have worked as a machine worker and art teacher since
the 1970’s. The inspiration of my work is from a wide field.

Yi Tian
China
Painting, architecture and interior design
Background

Work

Engaged in freelance painting and design since the 1993.
College in 1996 after 2 years of study.

Graduated from Chinese Art

Acrylic pigment and oil painting pigment are my favorites, as well as make-up materials.

Contemporary Art Exhibition to Welcome New Era
In Fondacin art gallery of Madrid, Spain. 2002.
YiTian Exhibition of Paintings, organized by Madam Anagonzalez (France)
International
In IFA originality garden of ShangHai, China. 2006
exhibitions
China-Latin America United Art Exhibition
In IFA originality garden of ShangHai, China. 2006

Museums /
Galleries

Awards

Publications
2004-2006

Beijing Chinese Art Museum: The Third Chinese Oil Painting Exhibition,
The First Chinese Exhibition of landscape canvas
Nanjing Art Gallery: The Seventh Chinese art exhibition
Zhejiang Exhibition Hall: The Eighth Chinese art exhibition
Ningbo Art Gallery: Zhejiang Oil Painting Exhibition
Singapore National Art Museum: Canvas Show of Famous South China Painters
Acquire Zhejiang Excellent art work prize twice
The design of Zhejiang art exhibition won the third place.
The architecture design of Huzhou entertainment castle won the third place in 2005.
Route to mine: Large album of the first Chinese landscape oil painting exhibition,
published by Beijing publication
A pretty hot afternoon: Album of Zhejiang oil painting exhibition Published by Zhejiang
Art publication
Nature is waiting for that kind of experience: A special feature written by Mr. Shenke on my
design of architecture and interior decoration for the Chinese magazine Modern decoration
issue 9 in 2003.

Yi Tian

Non-local Artist
Artist Statement
I am a “voyeur” looking for the subjective “instant”.
I transform the “reality” into “my reality”.
Because the “reality” doesn’t exist.

Pedro Coll
Spain
Photography
Degree in Law. Seven years spent on legal practice.
Photographer full time from the last 20 years.
Collins Publishers from New York invitesme to join the project “A day in the life of Spain”.
Soon after, I collaborate again with Collins in the books of the series “A Day in the Life…”
of California, Italy, Ireland and Vietnam.
Background

In 1997, I stopped working for direct clients and I focused on the production for “image
bank companies”, represented by a network of agents . Ever since, my work has been
distributed in over 30 countries.
Personal project: “El Tiempo Detenido”, a black & white essay on Cuba’s historical
moment, specially in the city of La Habana, right after the end of the Soviet Union. A
“time” defined by Fidel Castro as a “Special Period”. Lunwerg Publishers, Barcelona,
publishes the book.

Work

Publications
2004-2006

Jobs from publishing houses made me travel throughout the five continents.

EL TIEMPO DETENIDO, Editorial Lunwerg, Barcelona
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF SPAIN, Collins Publishers, New York
PASSAGE TO VIETNAM, Against All Odds Productions, San Francisco
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF IRELAND, Collins Publishers, San Francisco
WORLD’S HERITAGE, Editorial Incafo, Madrid

Pedro Coll

Local Artist

Artist Statement

Through abstract and “pop art” inspirations, Jean Louis
Simeray ironically expresses his talent through more
classical works as seen with some mature morte or
portraits of women. He marries painting and
photography with computer work to push further the limits
fo his creativity. The rebel nature of his inspiration and the
violence of the drawings, combined with the incredible
intensity of the colors, give the work an amazing strength.

Jean Louis Simeray
France
Photography, painting, new media, sculpture

Background

Work

Self made artist + Graphic Art School – Lyon
Graphic Designer
Artistic Director French news paper “Le Progres’’ – Manages a team of 15 designers
Co- Shareholder, U Want Art, Art promotion

Mixed media, using paint (acrylics, oil, aquarelle, pencil), photo, digital prints on canvas
Sculptures in bronze, colours by chemical treatment or car paint full technology

2006/2007:
International 2 exhibitions in Wuhan Phoenix art gallery 1500 m2 through French Consulate
exhibitions
Shanghai Art Museum, solo exhibition 700 m2 in January 2007,
IFA Village Shanghai March 2007

Museums /
Galleries

Permanent exhibition Villa St Georges – Nice

Jean Louis
Simeray

Artist Statement

Even when they are not in the frame, people are always
the ultimate subject of every picture.
People and their secrets.

Filippo Mutani
Italy
www.filippomutani.com
Photography
Background
Work
International
exhibitions

Museums /
Galleries

Awards

Publications
2004-2006

I’ve studied with Alex Majoli and Antonin Kratochvil. My work is represented by Grazia Neri
and it is published by major magazines around the world.
I come from reportage. So my photography is natural, real and straight to the point.

Milan, Berlin, Ny with Slideluckpotshow.
Dionis Benassar Gallery (Madrid),
El Temple Gallery (Palma de Mallorca),
Museum of Contemporary Art (Sa Pobla),
Mirando al Mar Gallery (Aguilas, Murcia),
4 Gats Gallery (Palma)
2006, Oliviero Toscani La sterpaia prize.

2006, Oliviero Toscani La sterpaia prize.

Filippo Mutani

